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Abstract: In Islam, the term tabarru’at (philanthropy) connote extending of wealth or benefit generating from
the wealth to people free of charge out of mere kindness. It is a charitable act befitting the Qur’anic concept of
birr (righteousness) mentioned in Chapter al-Ma’idah (5: 2). Donation in Islam is a complex concept because
of its varying modes and categories of recipients. In some modes the corpus is donated, whereas some modes
restrain the corpus and donate the generating benefit only. Some modes are not restricted to time whereas some
modes are specific timewise. The recipients of the donations range from next of kin to total strangers; from
Muslims to believers of other faiths. The recipients can be individuals and at the same time communal. Despite
the complexity, the Shari’ah has legalized and encouraged the concept of philanthropy in Islam. The higher
objective  behind  this  is  the pursuit of wellbeing both for individual and for the community. In the maqasid
al-shari’ah discourse, specific objective leads to the higher objective of the Shari’ah. This paper intends to
unveil the four specific Shari’ah objectives of donations in Islam and explore roles that can serve the
humanitarian aid. 
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INTRODUCTION The  Qur’an     commentator,      al-Jassas   al-Razi

Islamic jurists did not present any specific definition enjoins every Muslim to support another in all types of
for the term “tabarru’ (pl. tabarru’at”). They did present acts which come under piety [8]. Acts of charity that
detailed definitions of the contracts namely bequest support each other either in kind or cash or in any other
(wasiyyah), waqf, gift-contract (hibah), lending (‘ariyah) form of benefit is part and parcel of piety. Another verse
and interest-free loan (qard) that come under tabarru’at. states (al-Baqarah 2: 180): 
The definitions of these contracts one way or the other
indicate  to  the  essence  of   tabarru’at.  Scholars It is prescribed, when death approaches any of you,
deriving from  this essence construct the meaning of if he leave any goods, that he make a bequest to
tabarru’at  as  contracts/concepts  which extend wealth parents and next of kin, according to reasonable
or its  benefit to others immediately or in the future usage; this is due from the God-fearing. 
without  any  consideration   out   of   pious  intentions
(bi qasd al-birr wa al-ma’ruf) [11]. With the Even  though  the  verse  is  specifically   on  the
aforementioned  meaning  tabarru’at  inclusive  of  its topic  of  bequest (wassiyah), it sheds light on the
sub-contracts are acts of piety and charity. The Noble essence  of  tabarru’at.  The  verse  encourages   the
Qur’an states (al-Ma’idah 5: 2): dying person to consider his or her parents and next of

“Help ye one another in righteousness and piety, advised to allocate certain amount for parents and next of
but help ye not one another in sin and rancour: kin from his or her property without asking for anything
Fear Allah. For Allah is strict in punishment”. in return. 

(d. 369/980) in elaboration of this verse said that the verse

kin in the spirit of love and reverence. The person is
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The  spirit  in tabarru’at is to share wealth and Each component has its conditions (shara’it) and the
benefit others because of love and not because of validity of the tabarru’at contract depends on these
personal gain. Tabarru’at is about caring for each other. conditions. These conditions are many and vary
The verse of the Qur’an emphasizes that righteousness is according to the sub-contracts of tabarru’at. Works of
not about performing salutary regulations only, but it is Fiqh discuss these conditions in detail. 
also about caring for each other. With the salutary The legal outcome of tabarru’at: if the terms and
regulations, a righteous man should strive for love of conditions of tabarru’at contracts are met, as a result the
Allah and the love for his fellow-men. The Noble Qur’an donated item will transfer from the donor to the recipient.
says: This transfer depends on the nature of the item. For

It is not righteousness that ye turn your faces its ownership will transfer from the deceased to the
towards east or west; but it is righteousness- to recipient. Similarly, if the donated item is a loan (‘ariyah),
believe in Allah and the Last Day and the angels then the right to reap benefit from the item will transfer to
and the Book and the Messengers; to spend of your the borrower. In this way the donated item in waqf and
substance, out of love for him, for your kin, for other sub-contracts of tabarru’at will transfer to the
orphans, for the needy, for the wayfarer, for those recipient according to nature of the contract. These
who ask and for the ransom of slaves; to be preliminary details of tabarru’at lead us to its maqasid
steadfast in prayer and practice regular charity; to discussion.
fulfil the contracts which ye have made; and to be
firm and patient, in pain (or suffering) and MATERIALS AND METHODS
adversity and throughout all periods of panic. Such
are the people of truth, the God-fearing [Al-Quran, This work is based on an analytic review of Quranic
2:177]. verses and the Prophetic traditions on philanthropic

In this verse, extending assistance to kin, orphans, latter concept.
needy, wayfarer, beggars and slaves are all considered as
acts of piety, providing that the assistance rendered RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
should proceed from love and no other motive. 

Traditions (hadith) of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) Shari’ah  rules  set  by  Almighty Allah are
shed light on the importance of tabarru’at. Jurists present associated with the profound and wise purposes and the
the tradition “tahaddu tahhabbu (exchange gifts so that most sublime aims in order to achieve human interest in
you may love one another)” [16] as the principle source this  world  and  the  Hereafter   (masalih   al-khalq  wa
on which the legality of Hibah is based. The tradition al-akhirah). These interests are inclusive of acquiring
touches upon the essence of tabarru’at, which is to give what is good and beneficial (jalb al-masalih) and
gifts to friends and relatives out of love. The legality of rejecting what is evil and harmful (dar’ al-mafasid). This
tabarru’at is established through consensus as well; the intent of Shari’ah is known as the higher objective
Muslim  ummah  agree  on it to be a pious act without any (maqasid al-Shari’ah al-‘aliyah). According to Jamal
conflict [11]. Eldin Attia, Ibn ‘Ashur has referred to this intent with

In order to perform acts of tabarru’at as a contract, different  terms  such  as  “general   intents  (al-maqasid
a Muslim has to deal with its components (arkan). al-‘ammah)”, “the supreme intent (al-maqsid al-a’zam)”,
According to the majority scholars its components are “overall intents (al-maqasid al-jumlah)” and “higher
four: intents” [2]. A passage from Ibn ‘Ashur’s Treatise

Donor (Mutabarri’) discussion. He writes:
Recipient (Mutabarra’ lahu)
Donated-item (Mutabarri’ bihi) From a comprehensive thematic analysis of the
Contract-words which inform the donating intention textual sources of the Shari’ah pertaining to the
of the donor (Sighah) objectives  of  legislation,  we can draw the following

instance, if the donated item is a bequest (wasiyyah) then

activities in order to unveil the Shari’ah Objectives of the

furnishes a better understanding of the term in
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conclusions. Both its general rules and specific Proliferation of  Donations  and  Charitable  Acts
proofs indicate that the all-purpose principle (Takthir Al-tabarru’at): There are benefits both for
(maqsad ‘amm) of Islamic legislation is to preserve
the social order of the community and insure its
healthy progress by promoting the well-being and
righteousness (salah) of that which prevails in it,
namely the human species. The well-being and virtue
of human beings consist of the soundness of their
intellect, the righteousness of their deeds as well as
the goodness of the things of the world where they
live that are put at their disposal [5].

These higher objectives are not exclusively
associated with a particular type of Shari’ah-ruling.
These objectives are observable in many types of rulings.
A higher objective of legislation is to set things right
(salah) in all types of human activity and remove
corruption (fasad) from it. In other words, the higher
objective of Shari’ah is to pursue overall well-being of
people both on individual level and organizational level.
Setting things right here is not confined to religious
matters only such as setting right beliefs and acts of ritual
worship, but it also relates to “worldly condition and
social affairs” [5].

Coming back to tabarru’at, it serves the higher
objective of Shari’ah. It promotes mutual help (muwasat)
among the members of the society. Mutual help achieve
numerous benefits for the humans on individual and
society level such as assisting the destitute, enriching the
poor, education, environment preservation, unity and so
on. Human well-being depends on these types of acts. A
major obstacle to these acts is human greed which in this
case is the corruption (fasad). Human greed gives birth to
negative traits such as selfishness, betrayal, cheating and
other likes. These vices counteract human and social well-
being. By legislating tabarru’at the Shari’ah not only
instills mutual help as a constituent of well-being, but
protects from those vices which obstruct the very pursuit
of well-being. 

Now that we have discussed the higher objectives of
tabarru’at, we will engage with its specific objective (al-
maqasid al-khassah). Ibn Ashur disclosed four specific
objectives of legislating tabarru’at:

Proliferating donations and gifts
Donations must be made voluntarily
Providing room to the terms held by the benefactors
Avoid making donation an instrument to violate
property of the other

individuals and community in tabarru’at. The Shari’ah,
in order to increase charitable acts, has taken special
measures in promoting and encouraging the latter. Human
vices such as greed and other vices rooting from it are
obstacles which put righteous acts like donation to a halt.
If not halting, at the minimum it disturbs the continuity of
such acts. The Qur’an in this regard says:

But those who before them had homes (in Madinah)
and had adopted the Faith, show their affection to
such as came to them for refuge and entertain no
desire in their hearts for things given to the (latter),
but give them preference over themselves, Even
though poverty was their (own lot). And those
saved from the covetousness of their own souls -
they are the ones that achieve prosperity [Al-
Qur’an, 59:9].

The verse describes the Ansar of Madinah, who
shared whatever means they had with the new migrants
from Makkah. This contribution was only possible for
them when they freed their hearts from avariciousness
(shuhh). We can understand from this that the Shari’ah
rules alone are not enough to convince people to perform
righteous acts. Encouragement, stimulation and reward
are important factors which can convince people to take
part in good actions. So the Shari’ah, besides laying
down rules pertaining to tabarru’at, encouraged and
called people to participate in charitable activities. Imam
Malik in his Muwatta allocated a special chapter on
hadiths which promote charitable acts. He titled the
section as: “Bab al-Targhib fi al-Sadaqat (Chapter on
Encouragement to give Charities)”. Al-Qabas, a
commentary of Muwatta in appreciation of this stated that
“Imam Malik provided great benefit through this title.
Through this title, he separated the traditions pertaining
to rules from the traditions on virtues of donations and
charitable acts [12].” The verses of the Qur’an, hadith and
practice of companions in relation to giving gifts, waqf,
zakat and other forms of charity are many. Ibn al-’Ashur
discussed these with quotations and derived that the
objective of the Shari’ah is to proliferate tabarru’at
contracts which will increase the benefits for the
community at all levels [5].

Moral encouragement (targib) in tabarru’at and
instigating enthusiasm in community services by the
Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) at the events of Migration to
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Madinah was excellent. Prophet stimulated his hungry came to the Prophet, asking for food.
companions to the extent that the residents of Madinah Unfortunately, there was nothing in the house of the
were ready to provide half of their wealth and Prophet to offer, then the Prophet asked his other wives
possessions including their wives to the migrants to provide some food and all replied that there was
(muhajirun) who came to Madinah. He initiated a code of nothing in their houses to offer. Then the Prophet asked
Brotherhood (mu’akhat) among the Ansars and the his friends  to help this particular man. Abu Talhah said,
Muhajirin, making them more united than the blood- I would take care of this man and he took the man to his
brothers. In this instance, Abd al-Rahman Bin ‘Awf house. When he reached home he asked his wife to
narrated his own story that he was associated with Sa‘ad prepare Dinner for the guest of the Prophet. His wife
Ibn Rabi by the order of the Prophet (PBUH). Their disclosed that there was no extra food for the guest except
brotherly partnership became more congenial than the for the children. Abu Talhah told his wife, “make our
brothers from same parents. He reported that Sa‘ad was a children sleep and serve the foods to the guests, when we
rich man who had two wives. He proposed to Abd al- sit together, you take the candle with the pretext of
Rahman: “Oh, Abd Rahman, take half of my wealth and repairing  it  and  let  the guest continue to eat the food
one of my wives, whoever you choose to marry I will and I will also pretend to chew in the dark so that the
divorce her and you can marry her after her waiting period visitor can be his fill.” Abu Talhah and his wife did what
(‘iddah). they  planned  and  entertained  their  guest  without

Prophet’s encouragement to participate in charitable eating any food. When the story of this couple was
activities (sadaqah) on the advent of migration (hijrah) revealed to the Prophet Muhammad S.A.W by the guest,
made a great impact on the Muslims be it Ansars or be it the Prophet was so pleased and excited that a special
Muhajirins. Yazid Bin Aswam reported that the residents verse on this event was revealed to the Prophet.
of Madinah where majority of them were landlords Therefore, Tabarru’at or charity for community and
approached the Prophet and said, “Oh, our beloved humanitarian activity is part and parcel of Islam. In order
Prophet, please divide all of our lands into half among the to make it a reality a proper method of proliferation by the
Muslims. However, Prophet did not accept the proposal community leader or the charity agents who knows how
because it would be unfair for the land owners. Instead he to motivate his followers to implement creative forms of
said to the landlord, you would allow the migrants to work philanthropy.
in your lands and the products of the harvest would be
shared between you so that the migrants could benefit To Make Donations Voluntarily Without Hesitation: The
from your land and you would get your return as well. second specific objective is to make donations
This arrangement administered by the Prophet underlined (tabarru’at) voluntarily without any hesitation. This is
the very objective of muzara‘ah (agricultural partnership). because the act of giving a portion of one’s property
This objective could assist both the landlord and the without any compensation is the act of kindness (ma’ruf).
farmer to fulfil their needs and at the same time awake the Intention of such acts should be to sincerely benefit
spirit of unity among both. This community building led society and the donor should aspire for a reward from
to the formation of Madinah the foundation of the Islamic Almighty Allah only. Kindness should not lead to harm.
civilization. The Qur’an supports this: 

If we look at the decisions of the Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH), we can see the fact that despite he was himself a No soul shall have a burden laid on it greater than
migrant, he did not take advantage for the Migrants but it can bear. No mother shall be treated unfairly on
he was equally concerned about the interests of the account of her child. Nor father on account of his
Madinah natives. In return, he received respect and full child, an heir shall be chargeable in the same way
support from the both members of the community. Even [Al-Qur’an, 2:233].
the poorest of the Madinah was ready to sacrifice for the
Prophet. For instance, one of the natives himself in The verse indicates that “if giving charity results in
poverty was found willing to sacrifice whatever he had for harm, it will cause people to fear doing good, for good
the migrants when they heard the order of their leader, must not result in evil” [5]. The hadith at times include the
Prophet Muhammad. A man named Abu Talhah narrated term tib nafs minhu which means sincere consent. A
his story that one day one of the migrants pale and hadith says:
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Property  of  a  brother  is  not  permissible for Masud and commented that whoever wishes to recite the
another except one which he gave with sincere Quran, they should read like Ibn Masud. Umar with the
consent (‘an tib nafsin) [13]. intention to give this glad-tiding to Ibn Masud went to

The recipient has to make sure that the donation he giving  the  same tiding to Ibn Masud. This incident
received is accompanied with sincere consent of the shows how great was the spirit of volunteerism that both
donor for consumption. To assure sincere consent, the of the companions competed each other for the simplest
donor is given enough time to consider his contract form of charity i.e. conveying Prophet’s praise to the
binding after he has made his decision to donate. There is praised one.
flexibility compared to the interval provided by exchange On the same theme, there was a blind woman living
contracts (mu’awadat). In tabarru’at Ibn al-’Ashur at the remote end of Madinah, without anyone to attend
argues that donor’s reflection and resolution regarding to her needs. However, some volunteers were there to
his donation stretches until the recipient has taken provide her aid (sadaqah). The news of that blind woman
possession (tahwiz) or until the witness has confirmed his reached Umar and he decided to gift some provision to
donation (ishhad). Ibn al-’Ashur quoted hadith and her. When Umar went to her place, he saw someone
opinions of legal schools who held the position that providing her her needs before him. Umar became anxious
possession is necessary to make the tabarru’at contract to know who that individual was. Therefore, one day
binding. He commented that those legal schools which Umar went there early to see who was that volunteer who
did not see possession as a requisite ignored the element always surpassed him. Surprisingly, he found that person
of kindness and benefaction in tabarru’at contracts. to be Abu Bakar. This whole episode provides a great
They treated the latter contract just like the exchange lesson to us that the two great caliphs of Islam
contracts. The flexibility provided by the Shari’ah is to demonstrated to us volunteerism and its importance in
protect the benefactors from harm. The Shari’ah requires community service.
them to donate with sincere concern and not because of Voluntary donation in Islam resembles to giving a
any internal or external pressure. This flexibility is a loan to Almighty Allah. In support of this, the Qur’an (2:
motivational factor for people to partake in good actions 245) states: “Who is it that will lend to Allah a goodly
[6]. loan, so that he may give it increase manifold.” Spending

Making a donation voluntarily is hard to find, for the cause of Allah has been described as advancing
because men desire basically fame and name. However, loan to Almighty Allah. Just as the repayment of a loan is
history of Islam has witnessed personals that were obligatory, similarly the reward of giving charity becomes
bastions of voluntarism. In 633 AH, when the Prophet a promise from Allah. Ibn Masud commented that when
Muhammad pbuh, decided to march to Khaibar, he this verse was revealed, Abu Dardah Ansari came to the
requested for donation from his companions. Without any Prophet and said: “O Prophet! Is Allah asking for a loan
hesitation, Umar Ibn al-Khatab went home and brought from us? The Prophet replied “certainly yes!” Then Abu
half of whatever he could find in his house and presented Dardah said: “Please give me your hand.” He took the
it to the Prophet. The Prophet asked “what did you leave hand of the Prophet as a gesture of a vow and said this is
back for home?” Umar replied, “I left one half.” my  garden  given  to  Allah  as a loan. This garden had
Meanwhile, Abu Bakar brought his donation and 600 date palms and his wife and children were living in it.
presented to the Prophet (PBUH). He was asked the same The Prophet distributed the garden among the orphans.”
question and he replied that he brought everything he
found in his house and left only Allah and his Prophet in Providing Room to the Terms Held by the Benefactors:
my house. This action indicates a high spirit of The third objective of the Shari’ah in relation to
volunteerism in community service and one’s readiness to tabarru’at is to provide room to the terms and conditions
respond to the appeal of donation. These two great men set by the benefactors. These terms play important role in
in Islam, were always found competing each other to validating the tabarru’at contract. This objective is
advance their philanthropic activities for the community connected to the first objective: proliferation of donation
service. and charitable acts. Giving a portion from one’s prized

Second incident was that of Abu Yala reported by property requires good motive which comes out of
Ibn Masud, that one day Prophet, along with Abu Bakar religious munificence (arihah diniyah) and noble
and Umar entered the mosque while Ibn Masud was morality. This good motive can easily be obstructed by
praying where the Prophet praised the recitation of Ibn evil thoughts. The Qur’an in this regard states: 

the latter’s place. To his amazement, he found Abu Bakar
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The evil one threatens you with poverty and bids avoid such problems, the benefactor has the full right to
you to conduct unseemly. Allah promised you His set forth his own terms and conditions over the charity he
forgiveness and bounties. And Allah cares for all is giving away. However, the terms and conditions must
and He knows all things [Al-Qur’am, 2:268]. not oppose the objectives of the tabarru’at.

The verse which we presented under the first Avoid Making Donation an Instrument to Violate
objective “And those saved from the covetousness of their Property of the Other: The fourth specific objective Ibn
own souls - they are the ones that achieve prosperity” is al-’Ashur presented is that tabarru’at should not be used
about the internal factors which weaken the good motive. as an instrument to violate other’s property (dhari’ah ila
Verse 2: 268 is about external factors which also can ida’ati mal al-ghayr). For instance the benefactor, in
discourage the benefactors. Stipulation of strict order to prevent his children from inheriting his property,
conditions like the ones in exchange contracts can easily gives his entire property as waqf. The practice of the
obstruct  good  motives of benefactors. To overcome this pagan Arabs in the pre-Islamic era was similar to this.
situation, the Shari’ah made room for the terms and Bequests (wasayah) were used by them to deprive their
conditions set by the benefactor. For instance, Shari’ah next of kin and allocate their property for the notables of
permits the benefactor to stipulate the commencement of their tribe. After the advent of Islam, bequests were
his donation with his death. This is done through wills reduced to one third only, any amount beyond that
and testaments. Disposal of property in normal belonged to the next of the kin and the creditors. Since
circumstance is only valid in the lifetime of a person, but this transition was still new for the Muslims, the old
here a level of flexibility is portrayed by the Shari’ah. The practice of giving bequests exceeding 1/3 was still in
Shari’ah allows the donor to lay down conditions practice. There are incidents where the Prophet, upon him
according to the nature of tabarru’at whether they are peace and blessing, reminded his companions to give
general (ta’mim), specific (takhsis), temporary (ta’jil), bequests no more than a 1/3. When Sa’d Ibn Waqqas fell
permanent (ta’bid) and other forms of conditions. This is sick in Makkah, the Prophet, upon him peace and
provided that the conditions do not contravene the higher blessings, visited him and Waqqas said, “I have lot of
objective of the Shari’ah [6]. wealth and only two daughters. Do I bequeath two thirds

For example, waqf in Islam is a great help for of my property?” The Prophet, upon him peace and
humanitarian purposes, but how to use its facilities is not blessings, replied, “No!” Then I said, “one third”. The
explicit in the law. Within tabarru’at perspective one can Prophet, upon him peace and blessings, said: “a third and
define the waqf, i.e. many masjids are built by the donors a third is a lot. Leaving your heirs rich is better than
from Arab and other Muslim countries and entrusted to a leaving them poor to beg from people [4].” 
mutawalli or waqf committee. However, public programs, In this manner, people used bequests and donations
prayer management, congregational prayer and Friday to alter inheritance or harm creditors. They thought that
sermon (khutbah) are all conducted by committees other substituting one good act (ma’ruf) for another would
than the waqf committee. If these committees do not play absolve them from the sin of the latter. The new
proper role in day to day running of the masjid, it will not legislations brought by Shari’ah were to prevent people
only affect the people attached to that masjid but as well from using tabarru’at in manipulative ways [5].
as the confidence of the benefactors. Therefore, The
benefactors of the sadaqah have the full right according Limitations of the Study: The meaning of tabarru’at we
to the ongoing objective of the tabarru’at, to set the discussed in this paper was constructed with the essence
terms and conditions over his own donations, whether it indicant by the various charitable acts namely bequest
is intended for any particular group of people or particular (waÎiyyah), endowment (waqf), gift-contract (hibah),
activity or any particular cause. For instance, if a lending (Ñariyah) and interest-free-loan (qarÌ). This paper
benefactor was to give away sadaqa to establish a masjid did not discuss Shari’ah objectives of each contract
in a certain neighborhood, he has the right to set the separately.
conditions such as that all Muslims will have the access
to come forth and pray at the mosque irrespective of their CONCLUSION
commitment to different Islamic Legal Schools. Restricting
access to the masjid for a specific group of people would Tabarru’at translated as donation is the Islamic
definitely go against the terms and conditions of the concept of philanthropy. This paper limited its scope to
benefactors, hence discouraging future donations. To the Shari’ah objectives of the latter concept and not the
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various forms of donations namely wasiyyah (bequest), discourage and decrease the donors, hence effecting the
waqf, gift, borrowing, qard, etc. However some elements proliferation. There is another important point Ibn Ashur
of  these  sub-topics  are  synthesized  in the definition raised, that the recipients also have to be careful when
and description of tabarru’at and its Shari’ah objectives. they are receiving or appealing for the assistance. Only
The sub-topics will be elaborated extensively in the next those donations are lawful for them which have come to
edition of this paper. For now, we will suffice with one them with proper consent. 
common worth mentioning point in all of these sub-topics The third specific objective is allowing benefactors
i.e. the recipient (mutabarra’ lahu). Society members are to stipulate their own terms and conditions. As internal
not  same  and  so  are  the recipients of philanthropy. factors such as the moral crisis can become obstacle for
Islam has specific guidelines for each type of recipients. the proliferation of philanthropy, similarly external factors
The recipients can be a Muslim or a non-Muslim, next of such as strict terms and conditions set by the Shari’ah in
kin or a total stranger, individual or communal, rich or exchange contracts can also discourage donors. To avoid
poor,  distressed  or  not  distressed  and  so  on. Each this problem, the Shari’ah permitted the donors to come
sub-topic  is  meant  to  serve these recipients. Shari’ah up with their own terms and conditions as far as it is not
has  provided  injunctions (ahkam)  for each of these opposing the philanthropy itself. 
sub-topics according to which they are supposed to The fourth specific objective is about misusage of
operate. This paper instead of explaining those charitable acts. The donors should not violate the rights
injunctions, elaborated the objectives the latter are of others under the disguise of philanthropy. Shari’ah has
supposed to serve. special rules and regulations to protect the rights of next

The higher objective of the Shari’ah is to provide of the kin, orphans, widows, etc. The donor has to
mutual assistance (muwasat) to each other. Islam is not a consider those under his responsibility before giving out
hard dry religion that only concentrates on the spiritual his donation to others. 
well-being, but it balances between the material and
spiritual dimension of the man. It does not allow the REFERENCES
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